“ARTIST” COVID–19 EVENT RIDER

- Promoter must check with and follow all state or municipal guidelines set by the government (even if on private property). Promoter must sign off on this to make 100% sure that “ARTIST” cannot be held liable for any outbreaks or sickness to any individual. If anyone breaks the rules or if they fail to comply with rider, “ARTIST” is no longer obligated to perform and will be paid in full.

- ARTIST has the right to cancel if state or local (specifically) government reopens against guidelines/recommendations set by CDC.

- Temperature checks must be done on all local crew and security before the event.

- Barriers must be at least 8 feet from the front of the stage

- Barriers must be at least 8 feet from front of house mix position

- No non-working personnel at front of house

- Security will be posted at FOH to deter patrons from attempting to access FOH area

- Loaders and stage hands to wear masks at all times

- Sanitizing stations must be placed at every entrance point of the stage. Front of house, dressing room areas and merch areas are to be stocked with hand sanitizer as well as Lysol and sanitizing wipes. Hands must be sanitized any time a person accesses the stage or anywhere band or crew may go at any point backstage or at front of house. If local crew touches gear, it must be sanitized with Lysol or sanitizing wipe.

- All bathrooms must be stocked with soap and hand sanitizer at all times

- At least one backstage bathroom must be designated for use by “ARTIST” band and crew only

- Anyone making on-stage announcements is to use their own microphone

- Backstage access is permitted only for working personnel, and all personnel are to wear masks at all times. Masks must be properly worn over nose and mouth by promoter, backstage personnel, all local crew, security and merch vendors
when on stage, side-stage, at the front of house position, and anytime within 50 feet of band, crew or tour bus.

- NO GUESTS ARE TO BE ALLOWED BACKSTAGE. This is a zero-tolerance policy. Support acts are to be informed by promoter that they will not have any guests backstage

- Absolutely no one other than band and crew on the bus or in dressing room, with exception of dressing room attendant/hospitality person

- Meal buyouts must be provided in advance so that we can have our own food and beverages.

- Merch count in must be completed before venue doors are open. Merch areas must be cleared of patrons prior to merch settlement.

- No meet and greets. Drivers for band and crew must wear a mask while the band and/or crew are in the vehicles.

- Drivers for band and/or crew must wear a mask while band or crew members are in the vehicles.